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Coming up at 5:30, it's the January Transit Advisory Council
meeting. Here's what's on the agenda:

MEETING PREVIEW: Transit Advisory Committee Meeting for January …
Are you ready to talk transit? You better be because the time has come for the first
meeting of Guelph Transit Advisory Committee for this term, and this year! After
sorting out the usual business …

https://guelphpolitico.ca/2023/01/13/meeting-preview-transit-advisory-committee-meeti…

The meeting has been called to order by Susan Carey, who was the chair last term and may

be again in a few minutes...

To kick things off, and since this is the first meeting of the term, the members of the

committee are introducing themselves.

Minutes from the November meeting approved unanimously.

First order of business, electing a chair and vice-chair. Susan Carey and Wm. Frank Holden

are willing to stand as chair and vice-chair, and despite encouragement, there are no other

willing nominees. Nominations are moved, seconded and approved.

Meeting schedule for 2023: https://pub-guelph.escribemeetings.com/filestream.ashx?

DocumentId=33247 approved unanimously.

Next, approving the updated Terms of Reference and there are a couple of changes: he

representatives of the Guelph Wellington Task Force for Poverty Elimination and the

University of Guelph administration will now both be appointed by their respective orgs and

not council.

This is more or less how things have been operating for the last few years, but an eagle-eyed

person in the clerks office noted that this was being done in practice and not in the terms. A

similar note was made last year when it came with the CSA rep.
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Motion to approve the terms by committee passes unanimously.

Next up: TAC Members' Rider Feedback! This was a monthly item recently added to the

agenda where members get to talk about issues that they, or others, have encountered on

transit lately. It's basically an open Q&A session.

Colleen Harper begins by asking about driver training in terms of interactions with difficult

passengers. GM Gerus says that he can bring back some information about driver training

for the next meeting if Harper is interested.

Eldrich Rebello asks about passing buses on bikes and the road rules. Gerus notes that buses,

like all vehicles, have to yield to walkers & bikes when pulled off on the side of the road, but

sometimes cyclists passing are missed in the mirrors & on rare occasion there's injury.

Supervisor Michael Van Kooy notes that Transit does have training modules, and are always

looking to improve safety on the road. Gerus adds that there are cameras on the bus in case

they need to investigate an incident, and they can also serve as training opportunities.

Next, a discussion of 2023 Proposed Service Changes Pending Council Approval. John

Mather from scheduling and planning will present.

The first year accomplishments of the 10-year plan was the creation of the #19 route, and

ridership has doubled since its launch. The #99 was increased to every 9 minutes, also

service extended hours on Mainline on Sundays.

In 2023, there will be expanded midday service on #10 Imperial, #12 General Hospital, and

#13 Victoria Road Rec Centre, while also increasing frequency on the #8 Stone Road Mall

bus including 20-minute weekday and Saturday service.

Harper asks about delays along the #10 in midday. Blame the trains at Edinburgh and

Paisley. Van-Kooy says it's not unusual for a train to keep traffic waiting for an hour. Mather

also notes that traffic along these routes is also forcing higher frequency.

Gerus adds that the planning and schedule team is back to doing reviews of one transit route

every month to look for efficiencies.

Gerus also adds that ridership has returned "faster than we could have imagined". Some of

that is more U of G students, and some of that has been better than normal weather. The first

week of 2023 was 102% above 2019 numbers.

Back to the plan, and there will be changes to the #3 so that it pulls into the SmartCentre on

Woodlawn. Another potential change, and Transit is doing public engagement on this now, is

the looping the #19 back to Stone Road Mall.

Gerus says that if you missed any of the ways to give your feedback about the #19, you can

still give your feedback to Transit by using the conventional contact info (call the transit

office).

Mather adds that they're seeing a lot of use on the #16, so they're looking at plans for

creating a 16A and a 16B but they're waiting for some construction and new developments to

finish before implementing anything.



Next, General Transit Update. Gerus says they're still building up workforce to meet the

demands, the hiring process for 5 new operators begins Monday, and there will be 12 new

ones by year's end pending affirmation of the 2023 budget.

Gerus also notes that transit is not unaffected by the labour issues in the broader market.

Transit will be delivering their new fair strategy to council in April, which will include fair

management and the timing of increases, etc.

Also, the Trapeze system will be improved to give riders text alerts and real-time route info.

COVID forced the delay, but testing has been ongoing. This might be launched in late

summer in time for fall semester.

Final designs are being completed for improvements to Guelph Central Station, a new

building that will have public washroom access and some digital signage.

Van Kooy, who's supervising fleet electrification, notes that Guelph is one of the first mid-

size systems to start the transfer to electric, and the 1st electric bus is expected to arrive...

Next Week!  Note: That doesn't mean it will be on the road right away...

...The buses have to be tested first: How will it handle winter weather, or Gordon hill?

Transit staff are going to spend the next couple of months working all that, and they should

have all four of the new buses by end of the next month. 

The new buses will run quietly, and they will have info screens where riders will see

information about City news or events, or up-to-date road and service information. You may

see the buses out and about during shakedown. Van Kooy says they'll be hard to miss.

Gerus adds that staff are working on some kind of event that will formally introduce the EV

buses to the public. Stay tuned!

Fun fact: There will have to be a city wide training for all kinds of City staff on the differences

between convention and EV buses, police, fire, City mechanics, et al.

Gerus says he and other staffers went down to the Nova factory and watched them build an

EV bus, and delay has been a matter of parts availability. He says that they're "going to do

right" by the major shift going to EV.

Gerus also says that "this is going to be a defining year for transit." Council has given them

the tools, and they now have to see it through.

Update on Capital Projects? We've already covered this.



• • •

Next meeting is February 16, 2023 at 5:30 pm. Otherwise, meeting adjourned!
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